INNOVATIVE
QUALITY

RADIANT COOLING AND HEATING EVERY WHERE
EXPLORE THE POTENTIAL

As a leading supplier of radiant cooling systems, INNOVATIVE meets
the challenges of economy, environment, design and comfort.
INNOVATIVE radiant cooling system reduces investment and energy costs as well as CO2 emissions. This makes the INNOVATIVE radiant cooling
system ideal for economical, sustainable and future-proof building temperature control.
NATURAL WAY TO STAY COOL
The transfer of heat energy through radiation is much more gentle and natural way
for the human body to cool down. Combine
this with the even room temperature of a
concrete core tempered building and the
result is a more comfortable environment
for all occupants, even at slightly increased
room temperatures.

UPPER RE-ENFORCEMENT

PIPE POSITION

SPACER

LOWER RE-ENFORCEMENT
SHUTTERING

What is Radiant Cooling and Heating?
Radiant heat transfer works by circulating chilled or hot water through a network of peroxide cross linked polyethylene pipes (PE-Xa) laid in floor, wall or
ceiling, gently absorbing or releasing heat from the building, to support the existing conventional HVAC.
Air Handling Unit/Fresh Air

Maximum thermal comfort
Radiant heat transfer creates a feeling of well-being, as it gently and evenly keeps the building environment at a comfortable temperature level. It
provides temperature conditioning without any infiltration and reduces noise exposure normally created by conventional air conditioning system to
almost zero. Modern control system enables radiant heat transfer to provide just the right temperature at the right place, controlled by individual room
thermostats.
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LESS INFRASTRUCTURE
A building using concrete core tempering
only needs a small air conditioning system
to remove peak heat loads, dehumidify the
air( to avoid condensation on cold
floors and ceilings), and to supply fresh air.
The main cooling load is covered by the
concrete core tempering system, allowing
for reduced air exchange rates, air handling
units, ducts and fans.
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PROJECT REFERENCE

PROJECT REFERENCE

INFOSYS, INDIA

RAAS KANGDA - DHARAMSHALA,INDIA

Hyderabad campus

Mysore campus

Pune campus

?? campus

Infosys is a global leader in consulting, technology and outsourcing solutions. Infosys has taken great strides during the past five years to become
sustainable in its operations.
The company is working to reduce its per capita electricity consumption by 50 percent from 2007-2008 levels and to source all its electricity needs
from renewable resources by the end of 2017. Between 2007 and 2013, Infosys reduced its per capita electricity consumption by 40 percent.
To bring this idea to life we have installed underfloor cooling solutions in total of 1.2 million at Hyderabad, Mysore, Pune, and Jaipur.

- Only a small air conditioning system is required, saving costs and space.
- Because less space is required for air ducting, lower room heights are possible,
saving on structural investment.
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Up to 30%
energy
saving

At an approx altitude of 1500 meters from the sea level is located
Kangda valley near Dharamshala in Himachal Pradesh. It has a
monsoon-influenced humid subtropical climate with summers in early
April till mid June. Temperatures sometimes reach 36 degree Celsius.
Autumn is mild and winter cold with the temperature range from 5 to 12
degrees Celsius. Snow fall is common during winters.
Using special Innovative S Radiant heating and cooling pipes the tea
resort on the hill top is under construction stage. The high end Tea resort
is meant to serve visitors with 46 separate rooms fitted with actuator
based our room thermostatic switch control which not only does
heating during chilling winter but also maintains temperatures for
human comfort during summers.

The resort itself is conceived as an understated yet powerful brushstroke
- a 250m long, gentle crescent shaped, two storey forms derived from
the neighboring village houses, it gently hugs one single contour of a
hill till the contour peels down to the east that yield to 3 more storey’s in
the same elevation.
We not only gives cooling or heating effect but also ensures to remove
the energy looses for which it is for the first time that this installation will be
contributed with insulation and other accessories that helps
energy savings.
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PROJECT REFERENCE

PROJECT REFERENCE

INDIAN RURAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT - GURGAON, INDIA

HOTEL & TOURISM MANAGEMENT TRAINING INSTITUTE - TIMPHU, BHUTAN

Indian Rural Research and Development a USGBC Platinum accredited NGO in Gurgaon. It saves approximately 40% energy by using our Radiant Cooling
system during summers and Radiant heating system during winter with a small changeover.

This project is an exclusive demonstration of energy efficient technologies at such altitudes. The ambient temperature which drops to -0.20C during
winters. The building is constructed on one of the high mountains in the valley.

Human comfort temperature of 24 degrees is the target temperature which is achieved with an ease using Innovative Radiant Cooling System.

The Solar thermal panels that generates hot water is integrated to our Under Floor Heating system. It has an automatic switch over to electric during a
cloudy day to ensure warm and cosy temperature inside.

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES also contributed with Rain Water Harvesting Solution to the same project that helped in gaining LEED certification
points easily.
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With INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES system installed, the project is expected to save 30% on electricity bills and also have advantage of uniform
temperature across the building.
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Our verbal and written advice relating to technical applications is based on experience and is
to the best of our knowledge correct but is given without obligation.
The use of our products in conditions that are beyond our control or for applications other
than those specified releases us from any obligation in regard to claims made in respect of
the products.
We recommend that the suitability of any our product for the intended application should be
checked. Utilization and processing of our products are beyond our control and are
therefore exclusively your responsibility. In the event that a liability is nevertheless considered,
any compensation will be limited to the value of the goods supplied by us and used by you.
Our warranty assumes consistent quality of our products in accordance with our specification
and in accordance with our general conditions of sale.
This document is protected by copyright. All rights based on this are reserved. No part of
this publication may be translated, reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any similar
means, electronic or mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, or stored in a data
retrieval system.

OUR AUTHORISED DEALER:
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INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES
D 54 SECTOR 7, NOIDA 201301, UP INDIA
Email: innovativetechnologies01@gmail.com
Web:www.innovativein.com
www.facebook.com/waterandspaceheating
Tel: +91 8744905197 , +91 9990342748

